HamRadioIndia • Multi Purpose VFO
July 11th, 2018 The Frequency instability in VFO stage is a mon problem This is usually occurred in VFO s due to low “Q” of the tank circuit capacitors real value power supply regulation stray capacitance lead inductances and over feed back levels etc'

QRP HomeBuilder QRPHB July 2015
June 18th, 2018 QRP HomeBuilder QRPHB learns in their own way — I believe that making and measuring real circuit’s Above — VFO schematic with a buffer giving a 50'

VFO CIRCUIT PAN TEX NET
JULY 2ND, 2018 VFO CIRCUIT THIS CIRCUIT ES FROM THE PROGRESSIVE MUNICATIONS RECEIVER THAT IS IN MOST OF THE RECENT ARRL HANDBOOKS AND THE ARTICLE A
'Constructing a traditional VFO for 7 MHz Norman Field
July 14th, 2018 These two capacitors are usually equal but I was attracted by this arrangement found in a G3RJV circuit and was used as the original VFO for the KK7B receiver'

'A DIGITAL VFO FOR VINTAGE TRANSMITTERS MAIN PAGE AND
JULY 10TH, 2018 A DIGITAL VFO FOR VINTAGE NOW THAT WE HAVE A WAY TO KEY THE VFO WE NEED A CIRCUIT THAT WILL ALLOW THE KEY TO CONTROL BOTH THE VFO AND TRANSMITTER AT THE'

'What is a VFO variable frequency oscillator
July 5th, 2018 But I really want to focus on the knob turning mouse pointing variety of variable frequency oscillator a resonant circuit is formed"AD9850 DDS VFO AD7C
July 13th, 2018 I have seen many people use AD7C developed Arduinoi Code with an AD9850 DDS VFO as a LO for HF I have built the VFO exactly as the schematic and double'

'A Digital VFO for Vintage Transmitters Main Page and
July 10th, 2018 A Digital VFO for Vintage Now that we have a way to key the VFO we need a circuit that will allow the key to control both the VFO and transmitter at the,'
July 8th, 2018 The circuit for my pet VFO is shown in fig 1 There is no razzle dazzle associated with this VFO It is stable and easy to get working"Stable valve VFO Hans Summers

July 14th, 2018 This is more challenging with a valve VFO than a solid The Franklin oscillator topology isolates the tuned circuit from the load and capacitance variation of the"Kenwood VFO 230 Instruction Manual W0NTA

July 5th, 2018 REMOTE VFO VFO 230 INSTRUCTION MANUAL 5 CH memory circuit The VFO 230 has its own built in memory circuit for further enhancing the capabilities of your'

'The Vackar VFO Circuit W7EKB

July 10th, 2018 The Vackar variable frequency oscillator appears to have some advantages over the usual Clapp 1 circuit In the latter the output amplitude varies greatly with frequency'

'Oscillators QSL Net

July 13th, 2018 The G3MY VFO Is An Excellent Example Of An Extremely Stable VFO And I Have Found It To Be A Very Easy Circuit To Use The Circuit Was Originally Published In SPRAT'

'Iu5djv vfo with dds

July 8th, 2018 vfo with dds vfo with dds the the circuit is powered by a dc source appropriately filtered from 9 to 12v function vfo ab split"The Johnson Viking Ranger Oscillator Schematic and

July 6th, 2018 The Johnson Viking Ranger and this is more so in the Clapp oscillator circuit When the VFO band switch is changed from the 160m 80m position 1750kHz'

'The Rockless a VFO Controlled Low Power Transceiver

June 23rd, 2018 with a variable frequency oscillator a VFO Controlled Low Power Transceiver this package the VFO Circuit Board mea'

'QRP HomeBuilder QRPHB July 2015
June 18th, 2018 QRP HomeBuilder QRPWB Learns In Their Own Way — I Believe That Making And Measuring Real Circuit’s Above — VFO Schematic With A Buffer Giving A 50'

'shortwave radio vfo oscillator circuit

June 16th, 2018 simple 1 transistor vfo circuit from my book 2 10 mhz shortwave receiver and 1 transistor vfo s in which i describe a 5 transistor the audio amplifier e'